STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA

MINERAL AND OIL AND GAS RIGHTS MANDATORY DISCLOSURE STATEMENT
Instructions Io Property Owners
l. The Residential Property DiscIosure Act (G.S. 47E) (

single‑family homes, individual condominiums

DiscIosure Act

) requires owners of certain residential real estate such as

tOW血ouses・ and the此e

and bu肌ings wi血up to four dwelling血ts, tO fumish

2諾襲撃鱒警護票叢撃鷲輩雪輩輩
purchasers a Mineral and Oil and Gas Rights DiscIosure Statement (̀̀DiscIosure Statement

). This fom is the only one approved

for this purpose.

to occupy the dwelling, and transfers between parties when both parties agree not to provide the Residential Property and Owner

s

As sociation Disclosure Statement.
3. You must respond to each of the following by placing a check J in the appropriate box.

MINERAL AND OIL AND GAS RIGHTS DISCLOSURE
Mineral rights and/or oil and gas rights can be severed from the title to real property by conveyance (deed) of the mineral
rights andんr o組and gas rights from the owner or by reservation of the mineral rights and/or oil and gas rights by the
owner. If mineral rights andbr oil and gas rights are or wi看l be severed from the property, the owner of those rights may
have the perpetllal right to d血l? mine? explore? and remove any of the subsurface m血eral and/or oil or gas resources on or

from the property either direc慣y from仙e surface of仇e property or紐om a nearby location. With regard to the severance

of mineral rights andhr oil and gas rights' Seller makes the following disdosures:
Yes No NoRepresentation
1. Mineral rights were severed請om the property by a previous owner.

ロ

口

2. Se11er has severed the minera看rights紐om the property.

口

凹/

3. Seller intends to sever the mineral rights from the property prior to

口

□/

口

ロ

ロ

百

Buyer Initials :議詣電機Jt詰in示

重/

4. Oil and gas rights were severed from the property by a previous owner.
5. Seller has severく九the oil and gas rights from the property.

㌔

ロ

6. Sener intends to sever the oil and gas rights from the property prior

職uyer軸請出

私議詫言醜さ言古もこ

. Note to Purchasers
If血e owner does not give you a Mineral and Oil and Gas Rights DiscIosure Statement by the tine you make your o飾幻o
puehase血e property

Or eXerCise an option to purchase the property pursuaut to a lease with an option to purchase・ yOu

may under certain conditions cancel any resulting contract without penalty to you as血e purchaser. To cancel the contract・
you must persona11y deliver or mail written noti∞ Of your deeision to cancel to the owner or the owner's agent within three

calendar days剛owing your receipt of血is rmclosue Statement, Or thee calendar days剛owing血e date of the contract

whichever occurs first. However, in no event does the DiscIosue Act pemit you to cancel a contract after settlement of the
transaction or (in the case of a sale or exchange) after you have occupied the property
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